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Specifications: 12 cm CD Vinyl look

All measures in mm

The grey area is
printable

50,021,0

Typographic notes:

[Attention: If you want offset printing the 5th and 6th colour can only be applied holohedral. That means from 50mm to 21mm (not for
serigraph printing)!]

Vthe artwork should be apllied in a “round format” and should fit the measurements enclosed. Delivered data that does not fit our specifications can only be proceeded with a surcharge in
accordance with HOFA Media. If you want to print the

Font size:

Miscellaneous:

This specification is valid for CD pressing exceeding more than 300 pieces. It is not valid for the print on copied CD-R´s lower than 300 pieces.
The CD label will be printed in screen printing (serigraph). Used colours are Pantone C-, HKS K- printing colours as well as colours of the euroscale. Printing with more than 4 colours will lead to
asurcharge. It is possible to print up to 6 colours exactly.

Translucent colours will be used, which can lead to a gleamy surface of the CD or to colour displacement. To avoid this effects we suggest a white background. Please keep in mind that you won´t have
the same effects with serigraph in comparision to offset printing. Especially in terms of fotorealistic motives in the euroscale-mode.

If the CD label will be printed with 2 Pantone C- oder HKS K-colours, you can not deliver a Tif-document. In this case we need a Photoshop EPS in which the colours you want to be printed are applied as
spot colour channels.

Positive print: not smaller than 4 points; Negative print not smaller than 5 points
Please avoid small, light negative or outline fonts close to the edges. It would be better to print them on the main colour in positive silver. This is important for “round format” as well.

The lines shouldn´t be smaller than 0,2mm. Smallest printable point: 0,1mm.

CDs/DVDs up to the max. Printable area (21mm diameter), the middle hole shouldn´t be spared out.
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